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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in
Italy (the death camp of Europe), July 11-
July 18
Three died hiking; nine died in eight strange accidents; five more
died of "sudden illness" on the road; ten mysteriously drowned
(while a famed lifeguard "died suddenly" on land); & more

Mark Crispin Miller
Jul 20

July 16, 2022

Drama and dismay in Lampertico for the untimely death of Denis Bozzo, 50
years old, father of three children, struck down in the early a�ernoon of Thursday
by an illness. The Thienese was a well-known person: a great model-making
enthusiast, for 15 years, until 2021, he had worked as a security guard in the Alto
Vicentino area before being hired, in recent months, in a company in San Vito di
Leguzzano. A sudden tragedy that le� family and acquaintances in pain.
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“In the morning we went together to the Thiene transfusion center to donate blood.
Denis has been a donor for a very long time, since he was 18”, his partner,
Valentina Dosi from Villaverla, still upset. “A�er the blood sample he was �ne and
he had no symptoms of any kind. He started feeling sick when we went to a local
restaurant for lunch. He has always su�ered a lot from the heat so we immediately
moved to his home in Lampertico”.

A�er lying down for about a quarter of an hour, Bozzo seemed to have partially
recovered. Trying to get out of bed, however, he was seized by an illness, perhaps
of a cardiovascular nature, and then collapsed to the ground, unconscious. The
desperate call to 118, the resuscitation attempts �rst of the partner and then of the
sister, were useless, who have constantly carried out chest compressions as
indicated by telephone by the Suem operator. When the ambulance arrived, shortly
a�er 13.30, there was nothing more for the Thienese to do. Medical personnel
tried a last-ditch attempt with the de�brillator, unfortunately in vain. The
rescuers could not help but declare Bozzo's death.

“A few weeks ago he had undergone various tests and nothing strange or
suspicious had emerged. He did not su�er from any particular or chronic
pathologies. He was only taking medicine to keep his blood pressure under control.
Now, his GP has requested that an autopsy be carried out, ”continues Dosi. “Denis
had a strong character, a great heart and a lot of availability towards others. ‘You
and the children are the most important things I have in life’ were his last
words”, his partner remembers in tears. For the celebration of the funeral it will be
necessary to wait for the autopsy examination that could be arranged and carried
out in the next few days.

https://tinyurl.com/4d6ae35w

https://tinyurl.com/4d6ae35w
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July 14, 2022

Drama in Pressana, a boy suddenly dies in his sleep at the age of 27. It was his
mother who noticed it: when she saw that it was late in the morning and he did not
get out of bed, she went to wake him up, and she made the tragic discovery: her son
was no longer moving.

Diego Romito, a 27-year-old mechanical engineering student, who lived with his
mother Nicoletta and father Gianni in an apartment in the center of Pressana, in
Piazza Garibaldi, went away suddenly, without an explanation. He had gone to
sleep earlier than usual the night before, complaining of a slight headache, but
nothing more. Nothing to predict what would happen next.

The 118 rescuers, who rushed a�er the call in terror of the boy's parents, could not
do anything to revive the 27-year-old student: he had been dead for a few hours
from cardiac arrest. In all likelihood, what is also de�ned by science as sudden
death, o�en due to congenital malformations di�cult to diagnose, crushes him
[?]. The prosecutor on duty ordered the corpse inspection. The carabinieri of the
Cologna station were also on site.

https://www.veronaoggi.it/cronaca/tragedia-notte-studente-muore-sonno-
pressana-12-luglio-2022/

Tragedy in the night, a student
from Verona suddenly dies in his
sleep at the age of 27

Mourning in Campania: Francesco
dies suddenly at the age of 24

https://www.veronaoggi.it/cronaca/tragedia-notte-studente-muore-sonno-pressana-12-luglio-2022/
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July 13, 2022

AVELLINO Italy- Santa Lucia di Serino, in the Avellino area, is in mourning for
the sudden loss of a 24-year-old, Francesco Rodia. As reported by avellinotoday.it,
the boy, a member of the Acr Team of Avellino and President of the Catholic
Action of Santa Lucia di Serino, felt ill in his home and was transported to the
hospital, where the doctors tried to all ways to save his life. However, the young
man's heart stopped beating forever.

The body was seized to carry out the necessary investigation to identify the cause
of death.

https://www.ilmeridianonews.it/2022/07/lutto-campania-francesco-muore-
improvvisamente-a-soli-24-anni/

July 12, 2022

Mattia Ghiraldi, 22, a promise of powerboating, died in the night.

The boy, resident in Cremona, competed in the Osy 400 category and was one of
the C&B Racing drivers of San Nazzaro di Monticelli d’Ongina, in the province of
Piacenza. And it is the team that announces his sudden death:

"This morning was a bad awakening for the whole team - they write on their
Facebook page -. We have just learned the terrible news of the death of our young
athlete Mattia Ghiraldi ... heartbroken and still incredulous we gather around the
family with great a�ection the deepest condolences

Mattia Ghiraldi, a promise of motor
boating, suddenly dies at 22

https://www.ilmeridianonews.it/2022/07/lutto-campania-francesco-muore-improvvisamente-a-soli-24-anni/
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https://primacremona.it/cronaca/mattia-ghiraldi-promessa-della-
motonautica-scompare-improvvisamente-a-22-anni/

July 18, 2022

The little boy’s parents noticed that he was not breathing well and rushed him to
the hospital.

The tragedy happened in Acqui Terme in Northern Italy several days ago but it has
only been known publicly in the last few hours according to Bigodino on Monday,
July 18.

The parents rushed the two-year-old to the hospital a�er realising that he was not
breathing well.

Once they reached the Cesare Arrigo Hospital, the two-year-old boy already
appeared in a critical condition. He lost consciousness and the doctors did
everything they could to save his life.

Unfortunately, they were eventually forced to give up and declared the little one
dead.

The Public Prosecutor’s O�ce has already ordered an autopsy on the little boy.

The examination will be able to establish the exact cause of death. For now, no
hypothesis has been ruled out [except one—MCM], from Covid to a possible
illness.

Tragedy in Italy as two-year-old
boy dies suddenly and
unexpectedly

https://primacremona.it/cronaca/mattia-ghiraldi-promessa-della-motonautica-scompare-improvvisamente-a-22-anni/
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https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/07/18/tragedy-in-italy-as-two-year-old-
boy-dies-suddenly-and-unexpectedly/

July 16, 2022

Pescara - His colleagues called him “strong and kind Abruzzese. Strong for his
knowledge, and kind for his generous nature and his kindness". This is how Elio Di
Claudio is remembered, who died suddenly in recent days while he was
hospitalized in Pescara.

He was 61 years old, he was full professor of Electrical Engineering at the Sapienza
University of Rome (Department of Information Engineering, Electronics and
Telecommunications). While teaching in the capital (in the past, a�er graduating
in Electronic Engineering, he had worked in Chieti Scalo) he returned to Pescara
every weekend, to his family.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/2bpzd34z

July 17, 2022

Farewell to Professor Di Claudio,
who died suddenly at the age of 61

Daniela Broch, the historical
entrepreneur of Forte dei Marmi
died: she was 69 years old

https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/07/18/tragedy-in-italy-as-two-year-old-boy-dies-suddenly-and-unexpectedly/
https://tinyurl.com/2bpzd34z
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Forte dei Marmi is in mourning for the death of the entrepreneur Daniela Broch,
owner of a famous boutique, a point of reference for the many VIPs and wealthy
tourists who frequent the seaside resort of Versilia. She died at the age of 69 a�er
a brief illness on Saturday 16 July. Daniela Broch boasts over 45 years of
experience in the clothing sector and her boutique is characterized by the mix of
clothes from di�erent Italian and international brands that make it unique in her
genre. A point of reference for generations, she takes care of dressing women in all
her moments from everyday life: from dresses to suits for the o�ce, to casual style,
to dresses and accessories for the beach and beachwear, to evening dresses.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/4v28uuvm

July 16, 2022

Civitanova - "A great karate technician, a person who was always friendly and
helpful: if he said one thing it was because he had it in his heart". These are the
words of Umberto Tocchetto, technician of Asd Karate Kai Civitanova, about his
colleague Davide Rogani, who passed away at the �rst light of dawn yesterday
following a sudden illness. Rogani, 54 years old a few days ago, was well known in
the city for his activity in the martial arts and lived in the San Marone
neighborhood. Married, he had two children, aged 18 and 20 respectively.

He was a member of the ' Karate Kai' associationsince 1991 and �rst he had been
an athlete, then a valid instructor who, together with Tocchetto, trained many boys

Davide Rogani died of an illness at
the age of 54: "Now he teaches
karate to the angels"

https://tinyurl.com/4v28uuvm
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from Civitanova, leading them to important results. Finally, he has reached the
highest level of his sporting career, as a match o�cial and referee on behalf of the
world federation. "As an athlete he was stubborn, he really worked hard and in
this way he managed to get various satisfactions," explains Umberto Tocchetto.
"And as a technician he provided our club with fundamental support: he really did
and gave a lot and was always available with all."

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/civitanova-marche/cronaca/davide-rogani-
morto-1.7888133

July 16, 2022

He died due to a sudden illness, which gave him no escape, on Thursday evening
Piero Prenna, 58 years old already president of the San Patrignano community in
2018 when he took over from Antonio Tinelli, in recent years he had become the
commercial manager of the wines produced in SanPa. Born in Taranto in 1964,
Prenna began his career in administrative management at a public company in
Puglia.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/2aun8m5w

A sudden illness crushes the former
president of San Patrignano Pietro
Prenna

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/civitanova-marche/cronaca/davide-rogani-morto-1.7888133
https://tinyurl.com/2aun8m5w
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July 17, 2022

He was on his way to work yesterday morning when, suddenly, he lost control of
his car which went o� the road, into the ditch, crashing into the nursery wall. So,
shortly a�er 7, Giuseppe Stancampiano died, in all probability the victim of a
sudden illness that le� him no way out.

The accident occurred on the Bonelle variant, towards Pistoia, at the junction for
Masiano. Giuseppe lived with his parents and younger brother in Cantagrillo. ... He
worked as a clerk at the post o�ce in via Pratese, near Pistoia, and yesterday
morning he was just going to work. It was a little a�er seven when the alarm went
o� at 118. Giuseppe was a prisoner in the cockpit of his car, overturned in the
ditch. Fire�ghters, the ambulance of the Misericordia of Casalguidi and the
automedica of Pistoia rushed to the place. The �re�ghters extracted the man from
the metal sheets, but there was nothing more for him to do and any resuscitation
attempt soon proved useless, the 118 doctor had nothing le� to do but record the
death.

https://tinyurl.com/yb87zpbw

July 18, 2022

Post office employee dies while
going to work

Mourning in the Catanzaro Police
Headquarters, the policeman Fabio
Plastino suddenly died

https://tinyurl.com/yb87zpbw
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Mourning in the Catanzaro Police Headquarters. In the late a�ernoon of Monday,
Fabio Plastino, a well-known 52-year-old policeman in the city, died. In service in
the Flying Squad, in the past in the Digos, Fabio Plastino was struck down by a
cardiac arrest as soon as he arrived in the hospital, where he was urgently
transported a�er su�ering a sudden illness.

https://www.lanuovacalabria.it/lutto-nella-questura-di-catanzaro-morto-
allimprovviso-il-poliziotto-fabio-plastino

July 17, 2022

Villaputzu - The body of a man was found today by a citizen who was walking
along a road near Villaputzu, in southern Sardinia. The carabinieri and the
coroner intervened on the spot. The man of about 40 years would have died of an
illness during the morning run. Investigations are currently underway to trace the
victim's name.

The mayor of Villaputzu, Sandro Porcu, writes: "With great regret we learned the
news of the death of a young tourist, presumably a foreigner, which happened this
morning in the Murerau area, probably due to a sudden illness. The man, about 40
years old, he had no documents with him, so it has not yet been possible to identify
him and contact his family. We ask everyone, in particular the accommodation
facilities, to collaborate fully, so that we can quickly trace his identity".

No cause of death reported.

https://www.olbia.it/malore-durante-la-corsa-muore-40enne

Sickness during the race: 40 years
old dies

https://www.lanuovacalabria.it/lutto-nella-questura-di-catanzaro-morto-allimprovviso-il-poliziotto-fabio-plastino
https://www.olbia.it/malore-durante-la-corsa-muore-40enne
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The illness at 15 when the 47-year-old who was in the square in Vigonovo was
returning home a�er making a brief stop in a bar. He was about to get on his
bicycle but he fell ill and collapsed to the ground. Struck by an illness in Piazza
Vigonovo, he died shortly a�er in hospital at the age of 47. Thus died Denis
Furlan, residing with his family in via Cimitero. The councilors Marco Nalin and
Sabrina Dorio also intervened on the spot to try to save him by practicing
resuscitation maneuvers. The man, however, was transported to the Mirano
hospital shortly a�erwards. Denis Furlan was known by everyone in Vigonovo, he
did odd jobs but was always available to associations and the community to
organize events.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/37d7yaap

July 17, 2022

Mourning at the Sant'Anna hospital in Turin, where the gynecologist Katia
Mingrone had worked for over eight years, who died today at the hospital in

Drama in Vigonovo: taken ill in the
square, he died in hospital at the
age of 47

A doctor and a nurse “died suddenly”:

Grave mourning at Sant'Anna,
gynecologist Katia Mingrone has
died

https://tinyurl.com/37d7yaap
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Cosenza. The doctor was in Calabria when she su�ered a cerebral hemorrhage on
Thursday. Admitted to the hospital in Cosenza, her clinical conditions a�er the
aneurysm immediately appeared very serious: her death today at lunchtime.

The 52-year-old had worked at Sant'Anna for over eight years, where she had
followed many pregnant women: hundreds of children and girls born with her help.
She had previously held the same position in the ASL To4. The news of her death
spread quickly through the corridors of the Turin hospital, leaving many
astonished.

"A piece of news that I never wanted to hear, I also did her shi�s two weeks ago,
a�er my mother had a cerebral hemorrhage following a fall and she ran to Calabria
to help her". This is how Corrado De Santis, the head physician who worked closely
with Katia Mingrone, remembers her. "You had a hypertensive crisis, which caused
the rupture of a brain aneurysm, which in a few days resulted in a very rapid
death", added Dr. De Santis, his voice broken by emotion.

"I lose a collaborator who will not be replaceable, also because of the friendship
and the relationship that bound us," concluded the head physician of Sant'Anna.
"Smiling, available, she always contributed to making a team. Katia will be missed
by all the collaborators and directors of the hospital, she was a special person."

https://tinyurl.com/2p9ua99d

July 17, 2022

Struck down by an illness on the
eve of her birthday, found dead by
her father

https://tinyurl.com/2p9ua99d
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"A well-known and well-liked woman, her death leaves us deeply saddened": a
few words, those expressed by the mayor of Mansuè, Leonio Milan, which fully
describe the great condolences of her community for the sudden death, at just 54
years old, by Serena Sera�n, nurse at the Pordenone hospital, who passed away a
few days ago, on the eve of her birthday, due to an illness.

Yesterday a�ernoon, Saturday 16 July, her funeral took place at the parish church
of San Mansueto, very well attended and heartfelt. Serena leaves her husband,
Giuseppe Gerotto, her children Anna (who followed in her mother's footsteps and
became a nurse in turn) and Giovanni, her mother Ivana and her father Enrico who
found her lifeless (also a nurse before retirement), a few days ago, in addition to a
brother, Luca.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.trevisotoday.it/cronaca/mansue-serena-sera�n-pordenone-17-
luglio-2022.html

Update 17/03/22: The government road map for easing anti-covid measures
establishes that the vaccination obligation for health workers will remain active
until December 31, 2022, with suspension from work for those who do not respect
it.

https://medicolavoro.org/obbligo-vaccinazione-operatori-sanitari/

“Vaccination” is mandatory for health workers in Italy:

Sudden illness, Maurizio Rivioli dies
at the age of 46: on social media he
made fun of no vax

https://www.trevisotoday.it/cronaca/mansue-serena-serafin-pordenone-17-luglio-2022.html
https://medicolavoro.org/obbligo-vaccinazione-operatori-sanitari/
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July 17, 2022

Piacenza - Suddenly the 46-year-old Maurizio Rivioli fell short of the a�ection.
With sorrow, his mother Mariarosa, his sister Marilena with Giorgio and Riccardo
with Mara, all relatives announce it. The funeral took place yesterday, Saturday, at
4 pm starting from the house in Strada del Cantone, 46 in Grazzano Visconti for
the parish church. This was reported by the Piacenza newspaper Libertà.

No cause of death reported.

https://stopcensura.online/malore-improvviso-muore-a-46-anni-maurizio-
rivioli-sui-social-derideva-i-no-vax-foto/

July 18, 2022

Castelraimondo - Ill in a bar, falls to the gournd and dies in front of the counter.
He was the victim of an 83-year-old who this morning was in a club in
Castelraimondo. Everything happened under the eyes of the bartender of some
customers today at 12.40.... He had just had his co�ee and was standing in front of
the counter when he suddenly fell to the ground a�er feeling sick. The alarm was
immediately given, the elderly man was immediately rescued, the 118 ambulance
arrived in a few minutes, but the doctors were only able to ascertain the death of
the pensioner, due to natural causes.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.cronachemaceratesi.it/2022/07/18/beve-un-ca�e-poi-ha-un-
malore-muore-davanti-al-bancone/1659932/

He drinks coffee, then he falls ill: he
dies in front of the counter

https://stopcensura.online/malore-improvviso-muore-a-46-anni-maurizio-rivioli-sui-social-derideva-i-no-vax-foto/
https://www.cronachemaceratesi.it/2022/07/18/beve-un-caffe-poi-ha-un-malore-muore-davanti-al-bancone/1659932/
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July 17, 2022

A hiker lost his life during a trip to the mountains a�er being taken ill. The man, a
54-year-old from Mogliano Veneto, in the province of Treviso, felt ill in the
morning of today 17 July while climbing the path number 499 of Monte Ponta in
the company of other hikers. The intervention of the Suem power plant
immediately activated the Val di Zoldo Alpine Rescue.

The man complained of sudden chest pain and then collapsed to the ground: the
54-year-old was immediately assisted by those present, who were then taken over
by the medical team and helicopter rescue technician of the Dolomiti Emergency
helicopter. Unfortunately for the man there was nothing to do: the doctors had to
record the death.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.today.it/citta/escursionista-muore-malore-val-di-zoldo.html

July 17, 2022

Three hikers “died suddenly”:

Hiker dies of an illness during a
walk

He suddenly falls ill and collapses
to the ground during a mountain
hike, a 54-year-old dies

https://www.today.it/citta/escursionista-muore-malore-val-di-zoldo.html
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Val di Zoldo - A 54-year-old died a�er a fatal illness during an excursion to
Monte Ponta. Despite the rapid intervention, the rescuers could not help but
ascertain the death of the man. The alert was triggered around 11 today, Sunday
17 July, when the Centrale del Suem activated the mountain rescue service of the
Zoldo valley for a hiker taken ill, while in company, departed from Brusadaz, he
climbed path number 499 of the Monte Ponta. A 54-year-old from Mogliano
Veneto ( Treviso ), complained of sudden chest pain and then collapsed to the
ground.

He was immediately assisted by those present, who also immediately interested the
rescue car. The Dolomiti Emergency helicopter took o� with the medical team and
the helicopter rescue technician on board: the personnel landed nearby and thus
promptly took over the resuscitation maneuvers. Unfortunately, however, there was
nothing for the hiker to do. The body was embarked, recovered and transported
downstream to be entrusted to the hearse.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/2t8aw3j4

July 17, 2022

Recoaro Terme (VI) . At around 11 the Verona emergency helicopter was sent to
the Tre Croci chain along path number 110 where, just below the Passo della Lora,
at 1,650 meters above sea level, a hiker was taken ill. IT, 63 years old, from
Creazzo (VI), a�er arriving by motorbike at the Battisti Refuge, with a friend he

Illness for a hiker, his friend
practices heart massage: he died 63
years old

https://tinyurl.com/2t8aw3j4
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had set out for a walk, when suddenly he had attracted his attention and then
collapsed to the ground.

The friend, with the help of other people passing by, had immediately started to
practice heart massage until the arrival of the medical team and helicopter rescue
technicians, disembarked with a winch nearby. Unfortunately, the resuscitation
maneuvers were of no use and the doctor was le� only to ascertain the death of
the man. With the help of a team of the Alpine Rescue of Recoaro-Valdagno, the
body was embarked to be then recovered by helicopter and transported to the sports
�eld of the Menarini, where the Carabinieri were waiting and where the hearse
was sent.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/ysvbc9zz

July 13, 2022

An illness in the courtyard of the shop and he collapsed to the ground,
unconscious. The alarm was immediate, the medical team of the "118" intervened
with the helicopter rescue. Vain attempts at resuscitation. Thus died Bruno
Garino, co-owner of the "Coccinella Market" of Valgrana. He was 59 years old.
The disgrace yesterday (Tuesday 12 July), around 4.30 pm. ... A shop very popular
with residents and tourists of the Grana Valley, because in addition to food and
haberdashery, it is also a newsagent and tobacconist. Fixed presence at the cash

Former owner of the Valgrana
market struck down by an illness in
the courtyard

https://tinyurl.com/ysvbc9zz
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desk, Garino is remembered in Valgrana for his sociable and expansive character,
his smile, his quick joke. He always had kind words for everyone. ...

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/mr49f764

July 14, 2022

Tragedy in the middle of the Grosseto Maremma. An elderly man, Mario Fiorilli
aged 82, had a heart attack and was unable to keep control of his car, a Panda,
which, at the Braccagni level crossing in Grosseto, skidded overwhelming a group
of twenty cyclists. The man driving the car fell ill and invaded the other lane,
killing three of them: Antonio Panico, 56, Roberto Seripa, 71 and Nilo Naldini,
73. For the three there was nothing to do. The group of friends met on Tuesdays
and Thursdays for bike rides....

The driver, resident in Montepescali (Grosseto), would have felt ill and was then
found dead in the middle. Due to the illness he invaded the opposite lane of the
road just outside the town of Braccagni, on the Vecchia Aurelia. The car took the
caravan of 20 cyclists in full. One of the deceased cyclists would have been stuck
under the car which stopped in the side dimple a�er about 50 meters, while the
other two victims would have died at the moment of the collision.

Five deaths by “sudden illness” on the road

Grosseto, has an illness while
driving the car, overwhelms a
group of cyclists: four dead and six
injured

https://tinyurl.com/mr49f764
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https://tinyurl.com/yw2k4u2j

July 14, 2022

He could not survive the illness that struck him while he was cycling along Viale
Vittorio Veneto, the poor cyclist who this evening was seen collapsing and then
noticed lying on the ground, unconscious. On the spot, just a�er 8 pm, the 118
health workers rushed to the scene and attempted every attempt at resuscitation,
which was unfortunately in vain. The Carabinieri of the nearby Compagnia
frascatana also rushed to the site of the tragedy, due to the �ndings of the case,
then called to warn the family members of the man, who lived along the
Tuscolana.

Once he arrived at the Hotel Flora, the poor man (a middle-aged Asian) was seized
by a fatal illness. His conditions appeared critical right from the start, but a
desperate race was still attempted towards the San Sebastiano Hospital, where the
body unfortunately arrived.

Even the Mayor, Francesca Sbardella, attracted by the dramatic voices, went along
Viale Vittorio Veneto, learning the fatal epilogue in person. The �rst citizen,
regretting what happened, expressed his gratitude to the Carabinieri, who
intervened promptly, and to the rescuers, "who tried, in every way, with tenacity,
to revive him". The Mayor then expressed her condolences, on behalf of the entire
community of Frascati.

No cause of death reported.

Frascati - Dead cyclist caught by
sudden illness: tragedy on viale
Vittorio Veneto

https://tinyurl.com/yw2k4u2j
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https://tinyurl.com/48ct23yf

July 15, 2022

Illnesses and accidents in the historic center of Frascati.... on the roundabout in
Viale Vittorio Veneto, near the Carabinieri Command and the hospital, a 40-year-
old Filipino citizen, who was on a bicycle, was suddenly taken ill just as he was
passing by the roundabout. Despite the rescue and the immediate arrival of the
Carabinieri, the man, transported to the emergency room of the nearby hospital,
died shortly a�er the illness that had struck him.

No cause of death reported.

https://ilca�e.tv/articolo/180100/muore-40enne-colto-da-malore-mentre-va-
in-bicicletta

July 15, 2022

Tragic evening, that of Thursday, in the center of Casalecchio di Reno, in via
Giosuè Carducci where there was yet another victim of the road. The one who lost
his life was Francesco Bonini, a 55-year-old resident of Casalecchio, not far from
the impact site.

The dynamics. It was almost 8 pm, Bonini was riding his Honda Sh 150 moped
and was traveling along via Porrettana in the direction of Zola Predosa. At one

He dies of 40 years of illness while
riding a bicycle

Illness, crashes into a motorcycle

https://tinyurl.com/48ct23yf
https://ilcaffe.tv/articolo/180100/muore-40enne-colto-da-malore-mentre-va-in-bicicletta
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point, however, while he was turning into via Giosuè Carducci, the 55-year-old lost
control of the vehicle and crashed on the side of the road. According to the
reconstruction of the Carabinieri of the Borgo Panigale Company, who
immediately rushed to the place, Bonini would have had an illness that made him
lose control of the vehicle. Some witnesses who were in the area would have seen
him, in fact, suddenly close his eyes just before collapsing to the ground with the
scooter and crashing into a metal stake.

The 118 health workers, who were noti�ed by the people who witnessed the scene
and also by the police, arrived in Casalecchio by two means: an ambulance and a
self-medical. The rescue team practiced various maneuvers to help the 56-year-old
and tried to revive him for over half an hour, but, unfortunately, there was
nothing to be done. This, according to the police, con�rms the thesis of the
witnesses that Bonini had an illness before crashing and that he was, therefore,
killed instantly before impacting the ground. The local carabinieri, however, have
made all the observations of practice to ensure that the dynamics correspond.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/bologna/cronaca/malore-si-schianta-in-
moto-1.7888191

July 16, 2022

The friend who was with him pedaling uphill on a mountain bike on the paths
above Tremosine suddenly didn't see him again. When he went back a few meters

Illness while pedaling on the paths
of Tremosine: 37-year-old biker
dies

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/bologna/cronaca/malore-si-schianta-in-moto-1.7888191
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he saw him unconscious on the ground and alerted the rescuers. For a 37-year-old
from Sommacampagna, however, there was nothing more to do: crushed by the
heat and fatigue.

According to what was reconstructed by the carabinieri of the Salò company, the
man and his friend were on a bike excursion when, around 1 pm, under the
scorching sun and with high temperatures, the 37-year-old felt ill and fell to the
ground for a few meters. When the pedaling partner realized that his friend was no
longer behind him, he understood that something serious could have happened. To
recover the cyclist from Verona, the Alpine Rescue had to intervene by helicopter.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/4c3an887

July 15, 2022

Viterbo - Andrea Amici is dead. The news spread quickly in the city through social
networks, in particular on Facebook. Amici was 64 years old and was a lecturer at
Unitus in service at Dafne, the department of agricultural and forestry sciences,
holder of various teachings in the �rst and second level courses in management of
wildlife resources and in monitoring of vertebrates.

He was on vacation in Croatia. From a �rst reconstruction it would seem that he,
a�er taking a dive from the boat where he was in the company of other people, he

Nine strange drownings:

Viterbo - He dives from the boat,
becomes ill and dies. Andrea Amici
was on vacation in Croatia

https://tinyurl.com/4c3an887
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accused an illness. Rescued by some tourists who were present at the time, he would
have been brought back on board still alive. Vain attempts to keep him alive while
waiting for rescuers.

He was a member of the teaching sta� of the doctorate in sciences and
technologies for forest and environmental management, supervisor of numerous
PhD students, head of the observatory for the study and management of wildlife
resources, as well as president of the Wild Animals Vigilance Euromediterranean
Society.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/mrsdrbbn

July 17, 2022

Around 3.40 pm today, July 17, he was with his wife and two small children on his
boat o� the coast of Rivoltella, above the waters of Desenzano del Lago di Garda.
The man dived to take a bath and most likely felt like the sea. Not seeing her
companion emerge, his wife raised the alarm to the coast guard, calling the
emergency number 1530.

Thus began the search for the body of a yachtsman who descended into the waters
of the lake this a�ernoon and unfortunately no longer emerged. The coast guard
immediately sent a vehicle that was already present in the Lower Lake area with

On a boat with his family, he dives
and never returns to the surface.
Boat owner who disappeared in
Garda

https://tinyurl.com/mrsdrbbn
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surveillance tasks to the area of   the disappearance. A 118 hydro ambulance and a
naval �re brigade unit was also brought to the scene.

A group of divers from the Bologna �re brigade were sent by helicopter to
collaborate in the research, as well as other naval units of the coast guard engaged
on the Veronese shore. And through the Prefecture of Brescia it was also obtained
the employment of the Volunteers of the Garda in possession of useful instruments
for depth searches, such as sonar and rov.

On the surface, the man's body is searched with a �re brigade helicopter, two coast
guard naval units and a �re brigade vessel. In depth, instead, the divers of the
�re�ghters are at work, who have immersed themselves on the point where the boat
owner was last seen and who are in possession of the equipment supplied to the
Garda Volunteers.

https://www.veronasera.it/cronaca/malore-diportista-disperso-ricerche-lago-
di-garda-17-luglio-2022.html

July 14, 2022

He died at 21 a�er a dip in the pool. It happened this a�ernoon, Thursday 14
July, in Riccione, in the swimming pool of the Grand Hotel. The young man, of
Senegalese origin, was in the company of friends and had paid for the ticket to
enter the swimming pool, the only area open to the public in the Grand Hotel, a
structure not in use as regards the rooms and other services. The young man
jumped into the water at the time of the rescue lunch break. He probably got sick
and when friends saw him he was lying underwater on the bottom of the pool.
Immediately rescued from 118 and transported to the emergency room, he died in

Riccione, 21, dives into the pool
and dies. Sudden illness hypothesis

https://www.veronasera.it/cronaca/malore-diportista-disperso-ricerche-lago-di-garda-17-luglio-2022.html
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the hospital. The carabinieri of Riccione intervened on the spot and collected the
testimonies of friends to reconstruct the dynamics of the facts.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/2s3jszmz

July 16, 2022

Tragedy this morning in Torvaianica, where a 55-year-old diver died by
drowning. The man had le� together with other diving students from the Univelica
storage, on the Lungomare delle Meduse, in the early hours of the morning. The
divers, a group of 12 students, were accompanied by a rubber boat to the Secche di
Tor Paterno , to discover the wonderful seabed on the border between Torvaianica
and Ostia. But suddenly, just before 10:00, something went wrong. The man did
not emerge from a dive. The travel companions and the instructor immediately
gave the alarm. The 55-year-old was brought back on board, but his condition
immediately appeared very serious. ...

Despite the rescue attempts, the man has not regained consciousness. Shortly
a�erwards, the doctors had to ascertain the death by drowning. It is assumed that
he may have been su�ering from an illness, presumably a heart attack, which
caused the drowning. But to establish it with certainty will be the autopsy,
established by the Magistrate. The body, in fact, was made available to the Judicial
Authority and transferred to the Tor Vergata polyclinic.

https://tinyurl.com/4z3j5b6s

Tragedy in Torvaianica: sub dives
and dies

https://tinyurl.com/2s3jszmz
https://tinyurl.com/4z3j5b6s
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July 12, 2022

La Spezia - The body of a 26-year-old diver was found late yesterday evening on
the seabed of the island of Tino, in front of Portovenere (La Spezia). The boy,
Maurizio Zanello, originally from Lerici but resident in Milan for some time, had
been reported missing on Monday a�ernoon when he had dived with some friends
for a spear�shing trip in the waters between Tino and Tinetto and never went up
again.

The searches were immediately started by the Harbor Master's O�ce, divers and
�re�ghters with jet skis and helicopters. Around 11 pm on Monday, the young
man's body was spotted at a depth of 18 meters, not far from the dive site. An
autopsy will be performed in the next few hours. Last Saturday in front of the
waters of the Genoa airport another diver died at sea probably of an illness.

https://www.ilgiorno.it/cronaca/porto-venere-sub-morto-1.7876437

July 18, 2022

Collecting shell�sh was a habit for him. Always a passion that he shared with his
brother. He set the alarm around dawn to take advantage of the low tide. But going
out to sea with the net to collect the clams turned into a tragedy for Gianni
Galeotti: the 75-year-old resident in Formigine in the Modenese area, yesterday

Porto Venere, dies during a
spearfishing trip

Gianni Galeotti died at sea while
looking for clams: fatal illness

https://www.ilgiorno.it/cronaca/porto-venere-sub-morto-1.7876437
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morning, at the Lido delle Nazioni, fell ill and died in the water under the
brother's eyes.

The latter, as soon as he saw him collapse into the sea, immediately gave the alarm
for help to arrive. The desperate race against time of the 118 health sta� was worth
nothing: Galeotti's heart had already stopped beating. Cardiac massages to revive
him were completely useless. First, yesterday morning, the carabinieri arrived and
took o� their uniforms to go to help the elderly man passed out in the water, due
to sudden illness.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/ferrara/cronaca/gianni-galeotti-morto-
1.7894098

July 17, 2022

Tragedy in Sardinia: a six-year-old Roman child, Mattias Poggi, drowned in the
swimming pool of the Cala Luas resort, in Cardedu, in Ogliastra (province of
Nuoro). The little boy was on vacation with his family and felt ill for reasons yet
to be ascertained while his parents were at the poolside. When they saw him in
di�culty, the guests of the resort immediately asked for help: �rst aid was given

Roman child drowns in the
swimming pool of a resort in
Sardinia: Mattias Poggi was 6 years
old, he was on vacation with his
parents

https://www.ilrestodelcarlino.it/ferrara/cronaca/gianni-galeotti-morto-1.7894098
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and the Areus helicopter arrived from Olbia. But the doctors, a�er trying to save
his life for an hour, declared his death.

It was 6.15 pm when a guest of Cala Luas noticed the child on the surface of the
water and motionless. The lifeguards pulled him out of the water and gave heart
massage with �rst aid while the managers alerted 118. A�er an hour of
resuscitation attempts the doctors had to tell the parents and little sister that the
little one was not there. According to an initial reconstruction, the child inhaled
water that could have caused a laryngospasm and consequently lost consciousness.
But he may also have been hit by an illness.

https://tinyurl.com/4srzuta9

July 18, 2022

San Giuliano Terme - The 6-year-old boy who was rescued on the a�ernoon of
Sunday 17 a�er being found unconscious died on the a�ernoon of Monday 18
July, at the Meyer pediatric hospital in Florence, where he had been transferred in
the night between Sunday 17 and Monday 18 July by the pool in an amusement
park in San Giuliano Terme where he had gone with his parents. The child, of
Indian origin and residing in Pisa, was hospitalized in a coma. During the day of
Monday 18 July, the declaration of death at the conclusion of the procedure for
ascertaining brain death initiated at Meyer, according to what has been learned
from health sources. The alarm went o� around 5 pm: the child went into
cardiocirculatory arrest. All arrival of the doctors, his conditions had immediately
appeared serious so that it was also necessary to resort to the use of the
de�brillator supplied to the structure. The baby was then transported in critical

Pisa, sick in the pool: the 6-year-old
boy hospitalized at Meyer has died

https://tinyurl.com/4srzuta9
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condition to the emergency room of the Cisanello hospital (Pisa). Given the
worsening of his condition during the night, the doctors had then ordered the
transfer by helicopter to the Meyer.

The little boy got sick when he fell into the water. The parents, not far away,
rushed in immediately. Quick help, also thanks to the intervention of a doctor who
was in the structure. A�er the �rst maneuvers the little one was taken to the
Cisanello hospital, where however it was decided to take him to the Meyer in
Florence during the night between Sunday and Monday. The intubated kid
struggled all day on Sunday. Unfortunately, his condition has not improved. Until
the death is ascertained.

https://www.iltirreno.it/pisa/cronaca/2022/07/18/news/pisa-malore-in-
piscina-in-coma-bimbo-di-6-anni-1.100055051

July 12, 2022

He was riding home on his bicycle when he su�ered a seizure which sadly turned
out to be fatal. Matteo Visentin, 32, resident with his family in Sanguinetto,
precisely because of the sudden crisis that made him lose consciousness while
pedaling in the Cerea countryside, in fact fell into a lateral ditch, where there
were about 60 centimeters of water, and he died, in all probability, drowned. The
attempts to revive him by the 118 personnel who arrived on the spot with the
carabinieri of Cerea and of the operational unit and radio mobile of Legnago were
useless....

He falls ill on his bike and falls into
the canal: a young man drowns in
60 centimeters of water

https://www.iltirreno.it/pisa/cronaca/2022/07/18/news/pisa-malore-in-piscina-in-coma-bimbo-di-6-anni-1.100055051
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In the meantime, the young man's family also arrived on the spot who, not selling
him back home, had traveled backwards along the road. And they were scenes of
despair, a terrible blow for mother Cinzia, father Franco and brother Luca. The
body was then transferred to the mortuary cells of the Legnago hospital on the
orders of the prosecutor on duty, Dr. Gennaro Ottaviano of the Verona Public
Prosecutor's O�ce, who immediately ordered its return to the family. The
funeral will be held on Thursday, at 10 , in the parish church of Sanguinetto.

https://tinyurl.com/bdfztcyz

July 18, 2022

They found him lifeless in the middle of the night in the Acciantino canal, a
stone's throw from the Bruna river, in Castiglione della Pescaia. His death has
thrown a community into despair, which has lost a point of reference. So Roberto
Arcioni, 63 years old, known as' il postino di Istià even if he was not a postman: he
had recently been transferred to Grosseto but had remained a well-known face, an
institution for the Grosseto area. It is assumed that it was an illness that took him
away, which occurred a short distance from the watercourse.

The tragedy took place on the night of Saturday 16 July. According to an initial
reconstruction, Arcioni had spent the evening with a woman and stopped
temporarily in the parking lot near the Roman House, in Castiglione della Pescaia,
just a stone's throw from the Acciantino. The woman never saw him return to the
car and began the search, but found no trace of the 63-year-old. She then turned to
the Carabinieri of Castiglione in the middle of the night.

Grosseto, an illness makes him fall
into the water, so "the postman of
Istia" dies

https://tinyurl.com/bdfztcyz
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The military started the search using the headlights of the service car. At around 3
am the dramatic discovery arrived. Roberto Arcioni's body lay lifeless in the
canal. Help was called and the hearse arrived on the spot and brought the man's
body to the morgue. The causes of death are to be clari�ed, but everything
suggests that a sudden illness was fatal for the 63-year-old. An autopsy was
arranged on the body to better understand the reason for the death of the man
from Grosseto. Meanwhile the investigations also continue by the carabinieri.

https://tinyurl.com/2ep39w5k

July 16, 2022

While Italians prepare for their fourth Covid “vaccine” injections, the count of
sudden deaths continues to rise inexorably – 11 under 60 years old in just the last
hours.

Now that beach season is upon us, a new heartbreaking phenomenon is taking
place, healthy vacationers dropping dead from sudden and unexpected “medical
emergencies.” Worldwide, beachgoers are collapsing while walking on the beach
or swimming. Many of them su�er cardiac arrest and die. Blogger Tom Stahl
reports, “At the beginning of July, in just 24 hours, at least 11 vacationers dropped
dead on Italian beaches.” How many more cases occurred that have not been
reported in the news?

Many more “died suddenly” on beaches:

'Sudden and Unexpected': At least
11 Vacationers Drop Dead on
Italian Beaches in 24 hours

https://tinyurl.com/2ep39w5k
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As of July 2022, almost 48.7 million people in Italy have received two doses of the
controversial Covid “vaccines,” roughly 90.1 percent of the total population over
12 years of age. Additionally, three out of four Italians have also received the
booster shot.

While Stahl makes it clear that he does not want to automatically attribute the
sudden and unexpected deaths to the experimental gene injections, the amounts of
incidents seem worrying.

https://rairfoundation.com/sudden-and-unexpected-at-least-11-vacationers-
drop-dead-on-italian-beaches-in-24-hours/

July 15, 2022

She suddenly fell ill while she was on the beach of Sabaudia. A woman died
yesterday, in the evening, despite the rescue attempt by the 118 sta�. The doctors
intervened using an air ambulance that landed near the Saporetti plant, in Torre
Paola. The woman was quickly rescued but, despite the e�orts of the doctors and
the use of the de�brillator, she passed away.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilmessaggero.it/latina/donna_morta_malore_spiaggia_sabaudia-
6814751.html

Sabaudia, a woman dies after an
illness on the beach

Marina di Chieuti: man dies on the
beach suffering from illness

https://rairfoundation.com/sudden-and-unexpected-at-least-11-vacationers-drop-dead-on-italian-beaches-in-24-hours/
https://www.ilmessaggero.it/latina/donna_morta_malore_spiaggia_sabaudia-6814751.html
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July 15, 2022

It happened this morning around 10.30, in Marina di Chieuti at the Lido Azzurro
bathing establishment. A seventy-year-old was struck by a sudden illness while in
the water. The sta� of the bathing establishment intervened immediately to
provide �rst aid, the 118 health workers and the Carabinieri of Serracapriola.
Attempts to revive the man who died were of no avail. The coroner and the
Magistrate await at the scene of the accident to ascertain the causes of death.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8zcte9

July 18, 2022

A famed lifeguard “died suddenly,” on land:

Jesolo, the historic lifeguard Gino
Minetto was missing

https://tinyurl.com/2p8zcte9
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fa3d51842-624a-48a4-9b53-ea1172eff384_750x375.png
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Gino Minetto, historic lifeguard of the city, passed away. He had turned 73 on 8
July.Minetto was part of the history of the rescue workers: he had been doing this
job since the end of the Eighties, when it was managed by the then Azienda di
Soggiorno. When Jesolo Turismo Spa was established, founded in 1983 precisely to
carry out this type of service, Minetto was included in an organic plant. Until the
age of 55 he held the position of assistant to the bathers; from 2005 and up to
retirement age he was a worker in the Green Beach bathhouse (also owned by
Jesolo Turismo). In 2015 his last season.

"The news of his sudden death," commented the president of Jesolo Turismo,
Alessio Bacchin, "le� speechless all those who knew him and had worked with him,
considering him, given his length of service and professionalism (and I would also
say for acquired wisdom and experience), a teacher to many. The whole company
clings to the family, starting with his brother Carlo, who in turn has worked with us
for years, in this painful moment".

No cause of death reported.

https://www.nordest24.it/jesolo-e-mancato-lo-storico-bagnino-gino-
minetto/

July 14, 2022

A fatal case of adolescent myocarditis, following cardiac arrest
on a beach:

Autopsy ordered after 13-year-old
girl died suddenly following
myocarditis diagnosis

https://www.nordest24.it/jesolo-e-mancato-lo-storico-bagnino-gino-minetto/
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AN autopsy has been ordered following the sudden death of a 13-year-old girl
from Vaiano, in the province of Prato, Tuscany, a�er revelations that she had
recently been diagnosed with ‘myocarditis.’

The young girl from a sudden illness on Wednesday, July 6, 2022, but reports of
her myocarditis diagnosis were not revealed until Thursday, July 14.

Reports of her death swept through Vaiano days a�er she died suddenly.

According to local media, the young teenager was at home with a friend when she
began feeling unwell.

She apparently went upstairs to her room on the upper �oor of the house and
following several minutes without reappearing, the friend went to look for her.

Upon entering the girl’s bedroom, the friend found the 13-year-old lying on the
�oor and immediately raised the alarm.

Parademics from San Paolo rushed to the scene as well as a rescue helicopter.

CPR was performed on the girl but she was pronounced dead on arrival at the
hospital in Prato.

The Vaiano girl was being treated at the Meyer hospital where, not long ago,
doctors diagnosed her with myocarditis, as reported by La Nazione.

The news outlet has reported that an autopsy has now been ordered on her body to
discover whether myocarditis was the cause of her death.

The news of the youngster’s death comes a few days a�er we reported that an 11-
year-old girl had died as a result of a cardiac arrest on a beach in Pléneuf-Val-
André, France.
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The young girl from Le Havre died from a cardiac arrest while she was swimming
in Pléneuf-Val-André on Saturday, July 9.

https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/07/14/autopsy-13-year-old-girl-died-
suddenly-myocarditis/

July 17, 2022

Marco Di Bona, president of the Neptune Traders Association, suddenly passed
away from the a�ection of his dear ones. Di Bona, 56, was seized by an illness
that was fatal. He leaves behind his wife and two children. Always at the forefront
of Neptune to protect the category he represented, he was a highly esteemed man
with a big heart. O�en a guest of our TV he distinguished himself for his passion
and interest in the world of communication. His premature death moved many.

No cause of death reported.

https://ilclandestinogiornale.italiasera.it/primo-piano/138762/138762/

July 18, 2022

Sudden illness, Neptune mourns
the disappearance of Marco Di
Bona

She dies an hour after his arrival in
the emergency room. Ulss 3
investigation for Federica Fabbris

https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/07/14/autopsy-13-year-old-girl-died-suddenly-myocarditis/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=grow.me&utm_campaign=grow_share_widget
https://ilclandestinogiornale.italiasera.it/primo-piano/138762/138762/
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Her death is a mystery for now. Federica Fabbris, at 37, suddenly disappeared in
the waiting room of the Chioggia emergency room where she went on Sunday
because she was feeling unwell. An hour a�er the spontaneous access to be
examined, since she complained of pain in various parts of her body, the young
woman died and there was nothing more for her to do. Ulss 3, in order to clarify
the causes of the instant death of Federica Fabbris, has ordered a diagnostic
con�rmation for tomorrow, Tuesday 19 July, that is a kind of autopsy to
understand the reasons for what suddenly happened.

Certainly, in the previous days, the 37-year-old who had lived in the Tombola
district of Chioggia for some years with her partner, had gone to the emergency
room of the city in recent days, even on Saturday. She had a malaise that gave her
no respite, accompanied by various pains linked, it seems, to a minor disease
from which she had been su�ering for some time. Perhaps this was not the cause
of the sudden crisis that caused her death. The doctors want to see clearly. In
previous visits to the hospital in Chioggia, the woman had been examined,
examined and then sent home.

https://www.veneziatoday.it/cronaca/morta-federica-fabbris-chioggia-
pronto-soccorso.html

July 18, 2022

The death took place in the hospital, where - in desperate conditions - he arrived
a�er su�ering a sudden illness during a "padel" match. So Francesco Sansostri,
newly elected city councilor in support of the mayor Giovanni Politano, went away.
It was today a�ernoon when, a fulminating cardiac event, made the 52-year-old

Paola - Sudden illness: councilor
Francesco Sansostri dies

https://www.veneziatoday.it/cronaca/morta-federica-fabbris-chioggia-pronto-soccorso.html
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fall to the ground - unconscious - promptly assisted by those who, with a heart
massage, gave the 118 sta� time to intervene, immediately rushed to the Dlf of
Rione Giacontesi. Unfortunately, the intervention of the health workers was of no
avail, who despite their e�orts saw the life of a young father, a caring husband and
friend of many go out.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.marsilinotizie.it/2022/07/paola-malore-improvviso-muore-il-
consigliere-francesco-sansostri/

July 18, 2022

Tragedy this morning in Adrano for the disappearance of a 7-year-old child due
to an illness. The little boy suddenly felt ill and to help him, alerted, were 118
health workers who urgently transported him by ambulance to the emergency room
of the Biancavilla hospital where, for about an hour, they tried to revive him in
every way without being able to snatch him from death.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.tvadrano.com/2022/07/18/dramma-ad-adrano-muore-bimbo-di-
7-anni-colto-da-malore/

Drama in Adrano. 7-year-old Child
is Dying from Illness

Struck by illness as he was
preparing to take up service: the

https://www.marsilinotizie.it/2022/07/paola-malore-improvviso-muore-il-consigliere-francesco-sansostri/
https://www.tvadrano.com/2022/07/18/dramma-ad-adrano-muore-bimbo-di-7-anni-colto-da-malore/
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July 14, 2022

Benevento - We receive and publish the press release of condolences from the “San
Pio” Hospital of Benevento. “The Strategic Management expresses deep
condolences for the death of one of its employees, who was suddenly taken ill this
morning as he was preparing to take up his duties. The timely help provided by the
medical sta� who intervened was not able to do anything. The hospital
community feels part of the mourning and particularly close to the pain of the
family”.

No name, age or cause of death reported.

https://www.anteprima24.it/benevento/colpito-malore-cordoglio-san-pio/

July 14, 2022

A splendid person who loved to joke in company: this is how the many friends who
mourn the disappearance of Cristian Tavian, a 47-year-old who died on Tuesday
a�ernoon due to an illness at home in Torviscosa, remember him. Cristian had
moved there two years ago in Chiarisacco, a hamlet of San Giorgio di Nogaro. On
Tuesday a�ernoon he accused an illness that was fatal: in fact, the rescue with the
118 health workers who could not help but ascertain the death was useless.

No cause of death reported.

condolences of the "San Pio"

Struck by an illness at home,
Cristian Tavian dies at the age of 47

https://www.anteprima24.it/benevento/colpito-malore-cordoglio-san-pio/
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https://www.friulioggi.it/cronaca/cristian-tavian-malore-morto-47-anni-14-
luglio-2022/

July 14, 2022

Formicola/Santa Maria Capua Vetere - The funeral of Francesco Talento, the 51-
year-old who died this morning in Formicola under the eyes of his brother, will be
celebrated on Saturday morning. The man was taking a lunch break with his
brother when he collapsed and died of a heart attack. The hypothesis of death due
to anaphylactic shock due to the bite of an insect that was initially taken into
consideration has been set aside. The carabinieri veri�ed the natural cause of
death and ordered the release of the body.

https://edizionecaserta.net/2022/07/14/muore-dopo-essere-stato-punto-da-
un-calabrone/

July 14, 2022

Four the�s, all committed against the same church. Four di�erent raids made
between the end of December and February. First the box of o�ers, with two

He dies in front of his brother, the
cause of death has been
ascertained: the funeral has already
been set

Steals four times in church, dies
before arrest

https://www.friulioggi.it/cronaca/cristian-tavian-malore-morto-47-anni-14-luglio-2022/
https://edizionecaserta.net/2022/07/14/muore-dopo-essere-stato-punto-da-un-calabrone/
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hundred and ��y euros in coins which, evidently, had been a good loot enough to
convince the thief to return. Then it was the turn of a computer behind the altar
which was followed by raids of ampli�ers, vases with �owers and decoders. ... The
investigations of the military who, together with various testimonies, noticed the
man wandering o�en and at the most unusual times near the religious building to
frame the alleged responsible. The 56-year-old, resident in Milan but domiciled in
Renate, multi-prejudiced, would also have been �lmed by some surveillance
cameras located in the area. At the end of the investigation, before any order could
be issued by the judicial authority, the man died. A sudden illness struck him in
his home.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.monzatoday.it/cronaca/ladro-ruba-chiesa-muore.html

July 15, 2022

Tragedy last night in Val d'Arda. A 26-year-old from Castell'Arquato, Antonio
Vallante, was having dinner at the restaurant in Franchini di Vernasca, when he
suddenly collapsed to the ground due to an illness. 118 was immediately called,
the rescuers who arrived on the spot tried to revive the young man but
unfortunately there was nothing to be done. The carabinieri intervened to
investigate the case. An autopsy was ordered on the body of the 26-year-old.

https://tinyurl.com/rktsxs�

Tragedy in Val d'Arda: illness at the
restaurant table, a 26-year-old dies

https://www.monzatoday.it/cronaca/ladro-ruba-chiesa-muore.html
https://tinyurl.com/rktsxsff
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July 14, 2022

A sudden illness broke the young life of Laura Cristofanelli, a 41-year-old native
of Mogliano, in the Macerata area, but for some time residing in Bologna. Precisely
in the Emilian capital, the woman who had worked in the fashion world for some
time passed away yesterday. Deep condolences also in her village of origin, where
she was well known, like her family, who for a long time managed the Pompei
restaurant, in the Macina hamlet: a successful business, which also hosted
ceremonies.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.bolognatoday.it/cronaca/laura-cristofanelli-morta-bologna-
Mogliano.html

July 14, 2022

Bibione - A 52-year-old German loses his life while he is walking in the center of
Bibione. It happened on the a�ernoon of today, July 14, around 6 pm in Corso del
sole. The tourist was walking along the sidewalk in the towns of the Civibank,
when suddenly he was taken ill. He collapsed to the ground while other tourists
tried to help him....The tourist, from Stuttgart on vacation with his wife, died of a
heart attack that le� him no way out. Local police o�cers also arrived on the
scene. The body was then transferred to the Bibione morgue.

Laura, struck down by an illness
when she was only 41 years old

Taken ill while walking in Corso del
sole: tourist dies at 52 years old

https://www.bolognatoday.it/cronaca/laura-cristofanelli-morta-bologna-Mogliano.html
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https://tinyurl.com/yc3v9eck

July 16, 2022

Mia Filippone, 68, Deputy Mayor and Councilor for Education of the
Municipality of Naples, did not make it. A�er a month of hospitalization she
died in these hours. She was hospitalized since June 12 at the Frederick II
University Polyclinic for circulatory problems, she fought like a lioness as she was
in her character. She stunned the school and university community.

She leaves her husband, Arturo de Vivo, Professor Emeritus of Latin Language and
Literature, rector of the Federico II University, taking over from Gaetano Manfredi
during his mandate as Minister of the University and Research.

The mayor Gaetano Manfredi, all the councilors and the entire municipal
administration "cling tightly to the family for the painful loss." “An extraordinary,
generous and enlightened person who has always placed civil passion and the
common good at the center of his life is leaving. Mine she was and will always be a
point of reference for the city", the mayor's greeting.

https://tinyurl.com/y5bxd8yf

Naples, Deputy Mayor Mia
Filippone died after a month of
hospitalization: mourning at the
Municipality and at the University

https://tinyurl.com/yc3v9eck
https://tinyurl.com/y5bxd8yf
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In Campania, meanwhile, the vaccination campaign for children is also
accelerating: in Naples vaccination hubs are opened in 27 schools that have
responded positively to the appeal launched a few weeks ago by the Municipality of
Naples and by the councilor for education, Mia Filippone.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8kbpt3

July 14, 2022

Another mourning for the Penitentiary Police: colleague Luca Frongia dies of a
heart attack. His colleague Luca Frongia, assistant chief coordinator in service at
the Department of Penitentiary Administration, was only 45 years old. His heart
stopped beating in the a�ernoon while he was on a beach in Calabria. He leaves
his son (who was on the beach with him) and his wife, from whom he was
separated.

https://tinyurl.com/yrmdynfm

Earlier this year in Naples ,
Filippone pushed for the
"vaccination" of school children:

Another mourning for the
Penitentiary Police: colleague Luca
Frongia dies of a heart attack

https://tinyurl.com/2p8kbpt3
https://tinyurl.com/yrmdynfm
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July 15, 2022

Monte San Vito - The entire community of Monte San Vito is in mourning for the
death of the young elementary school teacher Melania Marroccelli. The teacher,
who served at the Montesanvitese Comprehensive Institute, died in recent days at
the age of 43 struck down by a bad disease that ended up not giving her a
chance. She leaves behind a husband, two children, parents, a brother and a sister.
Above all, she leaves many friends and colleagues who have appreciated her smile
and her kindness of soul.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.anconatoday.it/cronaca/morta-maestra-melania-marroccelli-
malattia.html

July 15, 2022

An esteemed colleague who for 25 years has done an excellent job within the CGIL
Toscana as a press o�ce, also covering the communication for the Caponnetto
Foundation. Florentine and Tuscan journalism mourns Nazzareno Bisogni, a 73-
year-old reporter who died yesterday. Originally from Umbria, he lived in
Scandicci and had made his passion for journalism his life, �rst with local radio

The smile that no one will forget,
goodbye to the teacher Melania
who died at 43

Nazzareno Bisogni, head of the
Tuscan CGIL press office, died

https://www.anconatoday.it/cronaca/morta-maestra-melania-marroccelli-malattia.html
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and TV, then in the largest Tuscan union. Then a serious illness that in a very
short time overwhelmed him and took him away from the a�ection of loved
ones.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.gonews.it/2022/07/15/nazzareno-bisogni-morto-cgil-toscana/

July 15, 2022

Terrible discovery made this morning at 6.30 by the sta� on the Mega Express
mooring at the Sgarallino calata. The ferry le� Golfo Aranci last night and on
board there was also the 51-year-old woman found dead just this morning. The
ship's doctor immediately took action with the resuscitation maneuvers and
requested the intervention of an ambulance, but the 118-year-old doctor was only
able to ascertain the death of the 51-year-old. At the moment the death seems to
have the connotations of a death by illness.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.oaplus.it/news-generiche/livorno-donna-trovata-morta-sul-
traghetto/

Livorno, woman found dead on the
ferry

He does not answer his son on the
phone: a man found dead in his
home in Fontanelle

https://www.gonews.it/2022/07/15/nazzareno-bisogni-morto-cgil-toscana/
https://www.oaplus.it/news-generiche/livorno-donna-trovata-morta-sul-traghetto/
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July 14, 2022

He did not answer the phone to his son. Alarmed, he called the �re�ghters who
entered the apartment via the balcony of the apartment, located on the �rst �oor.
Unfortunately, however, for the man, a 53 year old, there was already nothing
more to do. First an ambulance of the Misericordia arrived on the spot and, to
follow the medicalized ambulance of 118. It was not possible to do anything but
ascertain the death which occurred several hours earlier. According to what is
learned, his son had started calling him from 11 this morning. ... Death probably
occurred overnight of natural causes. A medical ambulance from 118 arrived as
well as a police car.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.ilpescara.it/cronaca/fontanelle-uomo-trovato-morto-casa.html

July 15, 2022

A drama has shaken the Juventus women's soccer team in recent days. According
to reports from RTL, Camille, companion of Juventus Women goalkeeper Pauline
Peyraud-Magnin, died on 4 July. The lifeless body of the woman was found in the
Turin apartment she shared with the Juventus player. At the moment, the causes
of death have not yet been disclosed, while investigations by the judiciary are
underway to shed light on the incident.

https://tinyurl.com/2ymju784

Drama for Juventus Women
goalkeeper Peyraud-Magnin, her
partner found dead

https://www.ilpescara.it/cronaca/fontanelle-uomo-trovato-morto-casa.html
https://tinyurl.com/2ymju784
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July 16, 2022

Caerano San Marco - He collapsed to the ground suddenly, crushed by a heart
attack that le� him no way out. A tragedy in which yesterday morning's scorching
heat and high humidity could have played an important role. So Bruno Libralon
died: he was 81 years old, was originally from the Paduan area but had long lived
in Caerano San Marco, in via Mercato Vecchio.

The drama took place just before 11.30 yesterday, July 15, in via della Pace, in the
center. At that hour the pensioner was walking along the street. Suddenly he
collapsed to the ground, unconscious, a few steps from the sports facilities. Under
the astonished gazes of motorists and passers-by. It was they who launched the
desperate call for help to 118. They immediately understood that the old man's
conditions were very serious. The man no longer gave a hint of life: he had no
pulse or breath.

https://tinyurl.com/2p94273u

July 14, 2022

Mourning in the university world for the sudden death of Professor Francesco
Pastore. The 56-year-old teacher was struck by a sudden illness that le� him no

Too hot: he dies of a heart attack
while walking under the scorching
sun

A sudden illness kills Professor
Pastore: he was 56 years old

https://tinyurl.com/2p94273u
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way out. Pastore, also known as a columnist, taught Political Economics at the
Faculty of Law of the Vanvitelli of Santa Maria Capua Vetere.

Among the many messages of condolence there is that of Gimmi Cangiano,
exponent of the Brothers of Italy: "Dear Prof, you 'put up with' me in my university
years, we then became friends in life only to get lost in recent times. O�en
discussed on the di�erent vision of the world, but you wanted to be by my side for
my degree thesis. In the end, however, we had a lot of fun ... many will miss you and
me too .. Rip ".

No cause of death reported.

https://www.napolitoday.it/cronaca/morto-francesco-pastore-
professore.html

July 14, 2022

More blood on the Brescia roads, yet another victim along the SS45bis ring road:
on Wednesday a�ernoon, in the territory of Mazzano, the 46-year-old Herath
Prasanna Sanijeewa, a native of Sri Lanka but long-lived in Rezzato, married and
father of three children, lost his life ... He was returning a�er a day of work, when
suddenly his car - a Fiat Punto - swerved and invaded the opposite lane.

Nine (including a 24-day-old baby) “died suddenly” in eight
mysterious accidents:

He is returning from work, his 3
children are waiting for him at
home: he dies on the ring road

https://www.napolitoday.it/cronaca/morto-francesco-pastore-professore.html
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It was at that moment that an Audi Q2 was passing in the opposite direction
(towards Salò): an inevitable and unfortunately fatal impact. Sanijeewa would
have died instantly, crushed in the tangle of metal sheets of his car which was
completely destroyed. The conditions of the 31-year-old from Gavardo driving the
Audi would also be serious: he was rescued on the spot, he was then transferred to
the hospital by helicopter, admitted to the Poliambulanza of Brescia.

As mentioned, the desperate attempts to revive the 46-year-old were useless. The
doctors and health workers could not help but ascertain his death: the body was
released by the Fire Brigade and now at the disposal of the judicial authority. The
judiciary could order an autopsy to shed light on the causes of death: in the
meantime both vehicles involved in the accident have been seized. The surveys were
entrusted to the Tra�c Police. Long queues and slowdowns, inevitable: the
accident just before 5 pm, immediately a�er a curve. We are now trying to
understand why the Sanijeewa Point suddenly skidded.

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/incidente-stradale/herath-
sanijeewa.html

July 14, 2022

Tragic road accident at dawn on Thursday in Foligno, at the junction between the
Flaminia state road and the 75 'Centrale Umbria' state road, in the north of the
city. A 36-year-old man of Albanian origin (his initials DG) residing in Foligno,
lost his life a�er crashing his car, an Opel Corsa, into a wall of the connecting
underpass. The 118 health workers who intervened on the spot could not help but

He crashes his car into the wall of
the junction: 36 years old dies in
Foligno

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/incidente-stradale/herath-sanijeewa.html
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ascertain the death of the man, who was thrown from the car and died instantly.
No other vehicles are involved in the accident, other than that of the 35-year-old.

https://tinyurl.com/ye25b986

July 13, 2022

Valle Aurina - He was driving a tractor on a forest road when suddenly he lost
control of the vehicle and ended up in the bed of a stream, losing his life . This is
what happened this morning (July 13), for reasons still unknown, to a farmer in
Valle Aurina. Despite the speed of rescue and all the e�orts to avoid the worst, the
man did not make it and unfortunately died. The accident occurred around 11
am. The �re�ghters intervened to make the area a�ected by the accident safe and
to recover the tractor. The intervention was attended by the �re brigade of
Cadipietra, the White Cross, the helicopter rescue, the Alpine rescue and the
police.

No age or cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/hj9n6hur

July 16, 2022

He falls from the tractor and ends
up in the stream, a farmer in Valle
Aurina dies

Accident in Pistoia, he fell ill in his
car: a 43-year-old man died

https://tinyurl.com/ye25b986
https://tinyurl.com/hj9n6hur
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Pistoia - Accident in Pistoia. A 43-year-old man living in the Pistoia area died
a�er his car went o� the road on the provincial Montalbano in the municipality
of Pistoia. The incident took place around 07 in the morning on Saturday 16 July.
The 43-year-old, probably due to an illness, lost control of his car on which he
was traveling, which crashed into a side wall, ending his race in a ditch located
next to the roadway. The 118 health workers, who intervened on the spot, could not
help but ascertain his death. The �re�ghters of the Pistoia command also rushed
to the scene of the accident, extracting the victim from the car, and the carabinieri.

https://www.lanazione.it/pistoia/cronaca/incidente-pistoia-morto-1.7890180

July 17, 2022

Villamassargia - A 42-year-old from Assemini died in a road accident this
a�ernoon on provincial road 2 that connects Villamassargia to Uta. For reasons
yet to be ascertained, the man ended up o� the road with the car, a Smart. 118
and the Fire Brigade intervened on the spot.

https://www.olbia.it/auto-fuori-strada-muore-42enne

Off-road car: 42 years old dies; the
accident in the early afternoon

Bari, falls from the spiral staircase
with her 24-day-old daughter in
her arms: a new mother dies in the
transport to the hospital

https://www.lanazione.it/pistoia/cronaca/incidente-pistoia-morto-1.7890180
https://www.olbia.it/auto-fuori-strada-muore-42enne
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July 18, 2022

Bari - A 34-year-old woman died in the night in Bari a�er falling down the
stairs while she was with her 24-day-old daughter in her arms. The little girl,
according to what we learn, is in good condition, currently hospitalized for
observation in the neonatology ward of the Policlinico di Bari. It happened around
3.30 in the morning, when the report of what appears to be a domestic accident
arrived at 118. The woman, a�er having slipped or following an illness, would
have fallen from the spiral staircase inside her apartment, in the Palese district of
Bari. She would have violently hit her head. She died in an ambulance while being
transported from home to the Polyclinic.

https://tinyurl.com/2p9xdwm3

July 16, 2022

Montagna in Valtellina - The personal details of the motorcyclist who in Busteggia,
a hamlet of Montagna, on the border line with Piateda, lost his life in an accident
that took place near a curve were only disclosed late the other evening. The victim
is Andrea Dioli, 65, resident in Sondrio who, due to causes under consideration by
the carabinieri, lost control of his large-displacement motorcycle, ending up on
the asphalt. He leaves his wife Mirella, his daughter Eleonora, all relatives and
many friends and former colleagues in great pain. Retired for 5-6 years, he had
worked for a long time in the Creval Treasury. He had grandchildren who he
adored. On Friday evening, when he was headed home on his bike, suddenly -
perhaps due to an illness - he lost control, rolling on the ground.

Mountain in Valtellina, motorcycle
accident: former banker dies

https://tinyurl.com/2p9xdwm3
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The injuries sustained in the fall were too serious to be compatible with life. The
ambulance and self-medical doctors sent by Areu, not far from the intersection for
Faedo, could not help but ascertain the death of the former banker.

https://tinyurl.com/5n83v6se

July 17, 2022

Pino La Rocca - Tragedy on the SS 106: a Tir ends in the escarpment at
Trebiasacce. The driver of the vehicle died instantly. This is SP, 59, from
Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto (Messina). A fall asleep or a sudden illness: these are the
possible cause of the fatal accident that occurred at dawn this monring on the SS
106 Bis which cost the life of the driver of an articulate car which, coming from
Taranto direction, was traveling towards Sibari-Reggio Calabria.

https://tinyurl.com/5n6zp35

July 12, 2022

Disbelief and pain in Irpinia for the sudden death of a 24-year-old man.
Francesco Rodia died in his home in Santa Lucia di Serino.

Trbisacce. Tir crashes into the
escarpment. The driver dies

Pain and bewilderment in Irpinia,
24 years old suddenly dies in the
house

https://tinyurl.com/5n83v6se
https://tinyurl.com/5n6zp35
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An illness has snatched him from the a�ection of his loved ones. The rescue
attempts were useless. The body is now in the morgue room of the Moscati di
Avellino hospital at the disposal of the judicial authorities. One thinks of a heart
attack or aneurysm. The death shocked the entire province of Avellino. Francesco
Rodia was involved in numerous social activities, including the Catholic action.
Emotion in the village for the sudden departure. There were numerous messages of
condolence.

https://www.ilmattino.it/avellino/dolore_sconcerto_irpinia_24enne_muore_c
asa_improvviso-6809181.html

July 13, 2022

The entire community of Santa Lucia di Serino is grieving the dramatic death of
Francesco Rodia. A sudden illness that struck him in his home ended the life of
the 24-year-old. The rush to the hospital was immediate, but every attempt by the
doctors who helped the young man was useless. His heart stopped beating forever.

Many messages of pain and dismay that followed, a�er the sad story, by those who
knew the boy, a member of the Acr team of Avellino and President of the Catholic
Action of Santa Lucia di Serino. This evening, at 9.00 pm, at the parish church of
Santa Lucia di Serino, the community will gather in prayer for Francis and his
family.

No cause of death reported.

https://www.avellinotoday.it/cronaca/veglia-per-francesco-rodia-13-luglio-
2022.html

Farewell to Francesco Rodia: a
prayer vigil at Santa Lucia di Serino

https://www.ilmattino.it/avellino/dolore_sconcerto_irpinia_24enne_muore_casa_improvviso-6809181.html
https://www.avellinotoday.it/cronaca/veglia-per-francesco-rodia-13-luglio-2022.html
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July 12, 2022

Tragedy in Pressana on Sunday morning. A 27-year-old student from Verona,
Diego Romito, was found dead in bed in his family home in Pressana, in Piazza
Garibaldi. The parents who live with him discover the body. The Carabinieri of
Cologna Veneta intervened on the matter: they ascertained that the death did not
occur due to trauma or intoxication. Diego was studying mechanical engineering
and his heart stopped beating while he slept. The prosecutor on duty, as usual,
ordered the corpse inspection.

https://tinyurl.com/2p84656b

July 13, 2022

Drama yesterday a�ernoon in Petronà, in Presila Catanzaro. A 31-year-old young
man died following an illness, without the health workers being able to do
anything to save his life. The tragedy occurred late yesterday a�ernoon; despite
half an hour of resuscitation provided by a family doctor, 118 and helicopter
rescue, there was nothing to be done. The young victim's mother had raised the
alarm. Her desperation portended something very serious. In fact, the health
professionals could do nothing to save LC's life.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/2thxa56x

He fell ill in the night: Veronese
died in his sleep at 27

Tragedy at home, a young man dies

https://tinyurl.com/2p84656b
https://tinyurl.com/2thxa56x
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July 12, 2022

Cremona - Mattia Ghiraldi, 22, a promise from motor boating, died suddenly of
an illness . The young man, from Cremona, was one of the drivers of the C&B
Racing team of San Nazzaro (Monticelli d'Ongina) led by world champion
Alessandro Cremona. He competed in the Osy 400 category.

The team from Bassa Piacentina made the announcement: “This morning was a
bad awakening. We have just learned the terrible news of the disappearance of
our young athlete. Heartbroken and still incredulous, we embrace the family with
great a�ection, o�ering our deepest condolences. Mattia, life can be cruel but we
are sure your great passion for our sport will not cease and even in the clouds you
will compete". Mattia was a son of art: his father Daniele was himself a champion.
This is why the boy had chosen to run with the same number, 27.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/3s5ee�t

July 13, 2022

He died at the age of 64, struck by a heart attack while spending the summer
holidays on Lake Garda. The tragedy took place in the night between Monday and
Tuesday in Villa di Gargnano. The victim is a tourist of German nationality: he

The Cremonese driver Mattia
Ghiraldi dies at 22

Sudden illness while on vacation,
man dies in hotel

https://tinyurl.com/3s5eefbt
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was inside a hotel in the town of Garda, when he su�ered an illness which later
proved fatal. The call for help went o� shortly a�er 3 am: an ambulance from the
Garda volunteer group and a self-medicate rushed to the scene. The doctors tried
to revive the man, but everything was in vain: the 64-year-old had already ceased
to live.

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/gargnano-malore-improvviso-in-
albergo-muore-64enne.html

July 13, 2022

Lamezia Terme - The 59-year-old Lamezia entrepreneur, Luigi Mazzei, died in
Falerna marina late yesterday a�ernoon. According to the �rst reports, the man
was in the water in the Torre Lupo area practicing �ay sur�ng. Perhaps due to a
sudden illness he fell into the sea and at that point from the beach someone drew
attention to what was happening. The arrival of the 118 health workers, however,
did not save the life of the entrepreneur. The medical sta�, in fact, had to
ascertain his death. The carabinieri also intervened on the spot.

No cause of death reported.

http://www.lametino.it/Cronaca/lamezia-morto-l-imprenditore-luigi-
mazzei-aveva-59-anni.html

Lamezia, entrepreneur Luigi Mazzei
died: he was 59 years old

Oristano mourns the death of
Giorgio Mocci, everyone's friend

https://www.bresciatoday.it/cronaca/gargnano-malore-improvviso-in-albergo-muore-64enne.html
http://www.lametino.it/Cronaca/lamezia-morto-l-imprenditore-luigi-mazzei-aveva-59-anni.html
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Giorgio Mocci, chartered accountant and statutory auditor, well known in the
province of Oristano and in Sardinia, died. He was 63 years old. His death took
place this a�ernoon at the Brotzu hospital in Cagliari where he had been
hospitalized following a sudden illness. For years Giorgio Mocci had held
important roles �rst in the professional college and then in the professional order of
accountants. Former president of the board of auditors of the Regional Agency for
the Protection of the Environment of Sardinia, he had held similar positions in
numerous public bodies in Sardinia, as well as in the control bodies of several large
private companies. His disappearance is a grave loss for Oristano.

No cause of death reported.

https://tinyurl.com/7ppvrs27
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So many are so young. Too many parents are burying their own children. This is
horrible.
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